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Thomas Jefferson High School
Academic Boosters, Inc.
TJ Academic Boosters actively supports our outstanding academic teams in their various
pursuits. Some twenty academic teams compete in local, state, national, and even
international events. As financial resources are not available from Fairfax County Public
Schools, Academic Boosters asks families to join the organization by contributing
tax-deductible donations at various levels. Academic Boosters defrays teacher travel
expenses and student registration fees to the extent possible. Even with this support,
academic team members pay for their own travel, room, meals, and other related
expenses.
TJ Academic Boosters supported the following academic teams in the 2020-2021 school
year: Botball, Certamen, Chess Team, Forensics and Congressional Debate Teams, Japan
Bowl, Varsity Math Team, Model United Nations, Physics Team, Policy Debate Team,
Public Forum and Lincoln-Douglas Debate Teams, Quiz Bowl, Rubik’s Cube Club,
Science Olympiad and Academic Decathlon. Information about most of the teams is
provided on the Academic Boosters website: http://aboosters.sites.tjhsst.edu.
For information on TJ’s 8th period academic teams please visit this presentation.
Academic Boosters gathers information about team accomplishments for the PTSA
newsletter, recognizes family memberships, promotes academic teams at orientations and
open houses, and organizes a year-end celebration of our teams’ accomplishments.
Our TJ academic teams’ achievements have always been a source of pride for the
entire TJHSST community and are a cornerstone of our national reputation for academic
excellence. This year in particular, we had reason to be proud. The pandemic forced our
academic teams to adapt. Instead of meeting together during the 8th period, they were
forced to shift to a virtual environment for practices and planning. Despite the obstacles,
the teams continued to excel in multiple competitions.
Everyone is welcome (and encouraged!) to join TJ Academic Boosters by making a
donation, either by check or online through Paypal. Funding comes primarily from family
memberships; it is supplemented with merchandise sales. One hundred percent of the
money raised is used to support TJ’s academic teams. All donations are gratefully

accepted but recommended donation levels start at $50 per year. THANK YOU to all of
our wonderful Teacher Sponsors; without whom, we would not have our academic
teams. THANK YOU as well to all who have supported TJ Academic Boosters this
school year!
REMEMBER, it’s never too early to join TJ Academic Boosters! Memberships
purchased now are good for the 2021-2022 school year.
VISIT: http://aboosters.sites.tjhsst.edu
LIKE or FOLLOW: https://www.facebook.com/TJAcademicBoosters

Botball
Botball Team Officers (2020-21)
Grace Cha, Co-president
Praneeth Malyala, Co-president
Aaryan Dave, Webmaster
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/botball/
Email: mlbillington@fcps.edu (Marion Billington)
Team Purpose and Description
Each team built two autonomous robots equipped with a CPU and motors, cameras, and sensors. The
game board is different each year. This year the robots scored points by collecting, placing, and stacking
foam cubes, wooden dowels, and PVC pieces. Winning robots were able to ascend a ramp, extend
robotic arms, and maneuver consistently and precisely.
National Level Achievements
Two TJ Botball Robotics teams competed in the national Botball Tournament via Zoom on Saturday,
May 15th.
Team A scored a total of 245 points in the seeding rounds and Win, Win, Loss, Loss in the double
elimination round.
The TJ Botball Team A members are: Taj Abdin, Praneeth Malyala, Lucas Marschoun, Aaryan Dave,
Aditya Behrani, Rakesh Pillai, Sam Esteban, Raakin Kabir, Avighna Sen, Aryan Kumawat, Henry Toth,
Zaeem Qureshi, Noah Kabiri, Avighna Sen, Abrar Murtaza, Pranav Mallavarapu, Qirui Zhou, Daniel
Chua, Rewa Repala, Catherine Tran, and JJ Sandhu.
Team B scored a total of 75 points in the seeding round and Loss, Win, Loss in the double elimination
round.
The TJ Botball Team B members are: Evan Zhang, Raghav Tirumale, Miina Anvelt, Grace Cha,
Michelle Boisvert, Amit Krishnaiyer, Michelle Ru, Viraj Bala, Miles Bao, Tarini Basireddy, Bradley
Cao, Danniel Cao, Elisabeth Everhart, Maggie Gao, Oviya Jeyaprakash, Yullee Kang, Jonathan Liu,
Harsha Ravella, Kevin Shan, Sarah Wadsworth, and Dante Valencia.

Special thanks to our sponsor Mr. Marion Billington!

-

Certamen (Latin)
Certamen Officers (for 2020-21 academic year)
Thomas Donohue, REX
Ryan Dwyer, REX
Owen Grannis, REX
Andrew Hadikusumo, REX
(These 4 are co-leaders)
Anand Advani, "magister" - REPORTER

Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/latin/
Email: tjcertamen@gmail.com; andrew.hadikusumo@gmail.com; pattylister1@gmail.com ;
Photos: https://photos.app.goo.gl/6DVn4Musm3K3zgxo7
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Certamen is an academic team that focuses on the studies of Roman mythology, culture, literature,
history, and the Latin Language. We have three levels, novice, intermediate, and advanced for students
of different Latin levels. Our students are very competitive and aim to build each other up to increase
their buzzing speed as well as their knowledge of the Classics.
National Level Achievements
Due to the pandemic, certamen players were actually able to attend more National Level events than
ever before, and more students were able to participate. We were able to attend the following elite level
competitions with the following teams and results:
Yale
● ADVANCED A - 2 teams - 4th place
● ADVANCED B - 1 team - 2nd place
Princeton
● NOVICE - 1 team
● ADVANCED - 3 teams - 3rd, 6th places
Keartamen II
● ADVANCED - 4 teams (top team - 3rd)
Duke
● NOVICE - 1 team
● ADVANCED - 3 teams
Harvard Certamen
● NOVICE - 1 team
● INTERMEDIATE - 1 team
● ADVANCED - 2 teams - 6th, 8th places

State Level Achievements
Virginia State Finals
We sent teams from every level to state finals:
● NOVICE - 1 team - 2nd place
● INTERMEDIATE - 1 team - 2nd place
● ADVANCED - 4 teams - 1st, 2nd, 3rd places after prelims (but only the top team could play in
finals, where they also placed 2nd - to a team from DC, not VA!)
Virginia State Team Tryouts
A number of TJ students tried out for and were selected to represent Virginia at Nationals, which will
take place (virtually) July 24-29, 2021
NOVICE A -- Laura Guo (9th) - Language; Ian Lee (9th) - All-around
NOVICE B -- Rex Allard (9th) - mythology ; Alternate - Serena Sindhi (9th) - all around
INTERMEDIATE - Conan Ugaz (10th) - trying out for the All-around position
ADVANCED -- Thomas Donohue (12th) - Literature; Owen Grannis (12th) - History; Daniel Zeng
(12th) / Albert Zeng (11th) - Mythology; Andrew Hadikusumo (12th) - Language
Anand Advani (11th) and Nidhish Lella (11th) - will be challenging for spots on the team later this
month.
Regional/Local Level Achievements
Kickoff Certamen
● NOVICE - 1 team
● INTERMEDIATE - 3 teams - 4th place
● ADVANCED OPEN - 1 team - 1st place
● ADVANCED COMPETITIVE - 5 teams - 1st, 4th, 5th places
Flint Hill Certamen
Flint Hill School hosted a certamen on March 1st:
● NOVICE - 2 teams - 2nd, 5th places
● INTERMEDIATE - 2 teams - 3rd, 4th places
● ADVANCED - 5 teams - 1st, 3rd, 5th places
Hosted the Annual TJ Certamen - March 2021
This year, TJ teams were semifinalists at Yale Certamen and 1st place winners at Kickoff Certamen, and
the Flint Hill Certamen.

Finally, the team would like to thank our amazing sponsors, Ms. Conklin and Ms. Lister.
Without their undying support, encouragement, and diligence, TJ Latin could not have
achieved all of its success this year! Furthermore, we would like to thank all of TJ Latin’s
parents, for making everything we have accomplished this year possible! Last but
certainly not least, thank you to Academic Boosters for your support!

Chess Team
Chess Team Officers (2020-21)
Saigautam Bonam, Co-Captain
Garrett Heller, Co-Captain
Team Purpose and Description
The chess team's mission is to have fun playing quality chess.
Team Chess.com Group: https://www.chess.com/club/tj-chess-club
Email: tjchessclub@gmail.com; garrett31415@gmail.com; saigautambonam@gmail.com
National Level Achievements
The Nationals qualification tournament was held virtually on April 24th-25th. It was an 8-game event
with a rapid time control, which meant players had less time than usual to make each move. The TJ team
was led by Saigautam Bonam, who finished with 6/8 for 28th place and qualified for the next event.
Andy Huang, Geoffrey Davis, and Sathya Gnanakumar scored 5.5/8 and contributed to the team
score. Representation was rounded out by Kisna Matta, Andrew Wang, David Li, Jay Lalwani, and
Mantra Iyer. TJ finished 2nd overall with 22.5 team points, only half a point behind the first place
team.
State Level Achievements
The state competition consisted of four phases this year: three Grade State Qualifying Tournaments
(GSQTs), which were virtual, and one State Scholastic Invitational Tournament (SSIT), which was in
person. Only the GSQTs counted towards team placements. TJ placed first, continuing our winning
streak as the top team in Virginia for over 20 straight years. In the three GSQTs, the following players
represented TJ: Karthik Bhargav, Saigautam Bonam, Sathya Gnanakumar, Jason Gross, Garrett
Heller, Andy Huang, Mantra Iyer, Jay Lalwani, Jonathan Lee, David Li, Kisna Matta, Suhas
Nandiraju, Rishabh Prabhu, Kanjonavo Sabud, Raghav Sriram, Andrew Wang, Tommy Williams,
and Alex Yao.
At the virtual GSQT 1 on January 9th-10th, Andy Huang, Sathya Gnanakumar, and David Li placed
1st, 2nd, and 5th respectively. Suhas Nandiraju was awarded the top player under 1200 rating.
At the GSQT 2 on February 27-28th, David Li finished 3rd, Mantra Iyer was the top girl, and Tommy
Williams got the award for top player rated under 1400.
In the third GSQT on March 20-21th, Saigautam Bonam, Jay Lalwani, Andrew Wang, and Mantra
Iyer placed 4th, 5th, 6th, and 8th respectively. Mantra Iyer also finished as the top girl.

The last State-level event was the in-person SSIT, a 5 round tournament from May 22-23rd. This event
didn’t count toward the team score. There was a selection process as only 40 could play at the final
event. In total we had 8 players participate: Justin Paul, Garrett Heller, Jay Lalwani, Sathya
Gnanakumar, Kisna Matta, and Mantra Iyer all placed in the top 20; Tommy Williams and Evan
Ling also participated. Even more players from TJ qualified. Justin Paul finished tied for first with
4.5/5, coming in second on tiebreaks. Garrett Heller finished 4th with 4/5, Jay Lalwani and Sathya
Gnanakumar each had 3 points and finished 12th and 15th respectively.

Team photo from States at TJ, March 6-8, 2020

The TJ chess team especially would like to thank Ms. Stacey Heller (current chess
parent) and Dr. John Zacharias and Dr. Peter Gabor, who are the Chess Team’s
faculty sponsors.

Congressional Debate Team
Congressional Debate Team Officers (2020-21)
Bharath Dileepkumar, Captain
John Lee, Vice Captain
Nishad Manohar, Vice Captain & Treasurer
Jayant Siva and Esha Karlelar, Tournament Directors
Vivikta Rao and Hasita Nalluri, Directors of Communications
Soham Gandhi, Director of IT
Website: https://academics.tjhsst.edu/scdebate
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/tjstudentcongress/
Email: tjcongressdebate@gmail.com; hasitanalluri@gmail.com; mbakke@fcps.edu
Team Purpose and Description
Congressional Debate is a nationally recognized debate form that simulates the United States
legislative process. Students are placed in chambers and debate the advantages and disadvantages of
bills or resolutions, emulating a U.S. senator.
Congressional Debate is unique in that you have a choice in what you debate and what views you
present. Every tournament, you’ll have a list of nine topics in domestic, economic, and international
categories that address current events. Examples include NASA funding, gun control, the Syrian
refugee crisis, vaccines, Israel and Palestine, Corporate Tax Breaks, etc. You’ll then pick two or three
topics you’re interested in and present a three-minute speech arguing your stance on the topic. The
debate alternates between affirmation and negation cycles. When you’re not speaking, you’ll be
questioning other speakers in a room with 15-20 other competitors, a process called
cross-examination. You’re judged on the content of your speeches, the quality of your points, your
speaking style, and your cross-examination with other speakers.
What tournaments does the Congressional Debate Team attend?
We attend one local tournament a month, called a WACFL which is open to all debaters. In WACFL
tournaments, competitors have the opportunity to place top three in their chamber, win top novice or
qualify for our annual Metrofinals tournament. Congressional Debate students that place highly in the
Metrofinals tournament are able to qualify for the prestigious national tournament known as NCFL.
Unlike other debate clubs at TJ, we also don’t have any caps for local tournaments, meaning if you
sign up, you get to go. We also attend several prestigious national tournaments each year including
Yale, GMU, Glenbrooks, Harvard, Blue Key, Princeton, Emory, NCFL, NSDA, and the Tournament
of Champions. We also award varsity letters at the end of the year and encourage you to join the
National Speech and Debate Association Honor Society.
What achievements does the Congressional Debate Team at TJ have?
We represent the largest and most successful debate team at TJ and in Virginia. We have won the
Wake Forest National Tournament Sweepstakes, Metrofinals, VHSL states, 1st - 3rd place at every

WACFL last year, championed at the NSDA national tournament, fourth at the Tournament of
Champions (TOC), 8th at NCF Grand Nationals, 4th at GMU, 3rd at Harvard, and we have
accumulated over 80 TOC bids in the past 4 years.
At the end of every debate season is the annual Congressional Debate Tournament of Champions
(TOC). To even qualify for this prestigious national tournament, a competitor must obtain two TOC
Bids, by placing highly in at least two national tournaments during that same school year. This year,
the TJ Congressional Debate team sent ten competitors resulting in six quarterfinalists, three
semifinalists, and a 10th place finalist at TOC.
Our team also boasts several finalists at the Tournament of Champions, Princeton Invitationals,
George Mason Patriot Games, University of Kentucky Invitationals, Duke Invitationals, and
Pennsbury Invitationals!
National Level Achievements
The TJ congressional debate team started off the season with a stellar performance from the
University of Kentucky Tournament with Bharath Dileepkumar, Hasita Nalluri, Liam Reaser,
Samanvitha Dammalapati, Patrick Bai, Soham Gandhi, William Gutiérrez, Esha Karlekar, John Lee,
Nishad Manohar, Vivi Rao; Congratulations to Soham Gandhi, Nishad Manohar, Hasita Nalluri, and
Bharath Dileepkumar to breaking to the final round of the tournament; a special Congrats to Bharath
Dileepkumar for earning a TOC Bid in the process!
Soon after, we also had 9 semifinal breaks at Duke Invitational from John Lee, Samanvitha
Dammalapati, William Gutiérrez, Anisha Talreja, Isha Satapathy, Jayant Siva, Lynn Tao, and Patrick
Bai; Congratulations to Jayant Siva, John Lee, and Lynn Tao for breaking to the finals round!
We also had a strong performance at Yale Invitationals with Bharath Dileepkumar, Esha Karlekar,
Hasita Nalluri, Jayant Siva, John Lee, Samanvitha Dammalapati, Liam Reaser, Niki Khare, Vivi Rao,
and William Gutiérrez breaking to quarterfinals; Congratulations to Bharath Dileepkumar, Esha
Karlekar, Liam Reaser, Samanvitha Dammalapati, and William Gutiérrez for earning a TOC Bid!
Moreover, congrats to Nishad Manohar, Samanvitha Dammalapati, Anisha Talreja, and William
Gutiérrez for breaking into the semifinal round for the New York City Invitational Debate and Speech
Tournament!
We would also like to congratulate Soham Gandhi, Liam Reaser, and Samanvitha Dammalapati for
breaking into the semifinal round and obtaining TOC Bids at the Blue Key Invitational!
Another congratulations to Jayant Siva and Hasita Nalluri for advancing to the finals round of the
Mountain View Toro Tournament and congratulations to Hasita Nalluri for earning a TOC bid in the
process!
Next, congratulations to Bharath Dileepkumar, Jayant Siva, and Samanvitha Dammalapati for
breaking through to the semifinal round at Glenbrooks and obtaining a TOC Bid!
In December we got amazing results from Nishad Manohar and Samanvitha Dammalapati who moved
to the final round at the Princeton Classic and to Patrick Bai and William Gutiérrez for breaking to
the final round at the George Mason Patriot Games; all four of them earned a TOC Bid!
Additionally, Jayant Siva placed 2nd at the Paradigm Dowling Catholic earning himself and the
team another TOC Bid!

Another congratulation to competitors Bharath Dileepkumar and Vivi Rao for advancing to Semifinals
at Sunvite Invitationals and obtaining an additional TOC Bid each!
Next, in Barkley Forum Invitationals, congrats to Jayant Siva for moving into the semifinal round,
Soham Gandhi and Bharath Dileepkumar, for breaking to semifinals and earning a TOC Bid, and a
special congratulations to Hasita Nalluri who broke all the way to the semifinal round and earned
another TOC Bid!
Furthermore, congrats to Saloni Shah, Anisha Talreja, and Simrith Ranjan for breaking to finals at
Pennsbury Invitational!
At the Harvard National Forensics Tournament, we had an amazing performance with Niki Khare,
Spencer Zheng, Nishad Manohar, Hasita Nalluri, Samanvitha Dammalapati, Bharath Dileepkumar,
and Jayant Siva for breaking to octofinals; a special congratulations to Hasita Nalluri, Bharath
Dileepkumar, Esha Karlekar, Samanvitha Dammalapati, Vivi Rao, and William Gutiérrez for earning
a TOC Bid, and congrats again to Esha Karlekar, Vivi Rao, and William Gutiérrez for advancing to
the quarterfinals round.
Another special congratulation to Jayant Siva who championed the Milo Cup at Millard North and
earned another TOC Bid!
A final congratulations to Jayant Siva, Bharath Dileepkumar, William Gutiérrez, Esha Karlekar, Liam
Reaser, Vivi Rao, Hasita Nalluri, Samanvitha Dammalapati, Nishad Manohar, and Soham Gandhi for
competing at the Tournament of Champions 2021; William Gutiérrez, Samanvitha Dammalapati,
and Vivi Rao all advanced to the quarterfinal round; Bharath Dileepkumar and Nishad Manohar
advanced to the semifinal round; Liam Reaser became a finalist at this very prestigious tournament.
State Level Achievements
Congratulations to the entire VHSL Team: Nishad Manohar, Bharath Dileepkumar, Jayant Siva, Vivi
Rao, Hasita Nalluri, and Esha Karlekar for their amazing performance at the VHSL Super Regional
Tournament and sweeping the top 5 places. We would also like to congratulate Bharath Dileepkumar
and Jayant Siva who competed at the Virginia NSDA Qualifiers and are advancing to Nationals!
Regional Level Achievements
Our TJ Congress debaters, novices, and varsity members have worked hard over the last 5 WACFLS
to qualify for our Metrofinals tournament.
Congratulations to our 24 competitors for qualifying for the WACFL Metrofinal tournament: Patrick
Bai, Jayant Siva, Jordan Lee, Samanvitha Dammalapati, Vivian Gao, John Lee, Kritarsh Negi, Nishad
Manohar, Liam Reaser, Niki Khare, Spencer Zheng, Soham Gandhi, Siddartha Rangavajjula, Athan
Zhang, Isha Satapathy, Saloni Shah, Hasita Nalluri, Ananya Pamal, Aarya Kumar, Anisha Talreja,
Lynn Tao, William Gutiérrez, Bharath Dileepkumar, and Vivi Rao.
Additional Perspectives
“I am always amazed by our team, but [last] year's special moment came when the tournament
director and NSDA board member came to me at the Harvard Tournament to personally tell me that
we had advanced a student into every single quarterfinal congress chamber, and that was a first in

Harvard history! I strongly support our motto, Excellence is the Goal, Winning the Bonus! That day
we saw both!” - Marie Bakke, TJ Congressional Debate Coach and Sponsor, 2020
“If it weren't for Congressional Debate I don't know if my TJ experience would have turned out as
beautiful as it is.” - Medha Gupta, Co-Captain 19-20
“TJ Congress has become more than a team to me- it has become a tight knit family that I will never
forget. I still remember when the rest of the team took the time to throw me a surprise birthday party
at midnight to celebrate my 16th birthday at one of our national tournaments. The experiences that we
have all gone through continue to bring us all closer. The team has grown to care for each other
immensely and I cannot wait to grow further with the team in my next two years here at TJ.” - Jayant
Siva, Captain 21-22
“Sometimes TJ makes you feel like you are average. Congressional Debate is a debate where the
saying “you get what you put in” genuinely applies. The elation I felt when breaking to Harvard
Semifinals- the first TJ sophomore to do so- took the “average” rhetoric (that TJ had built for me)
away. Because of Congress, I feel like I am good at something, it makes me feel confident and content
with myself: that's something I would never trade for the world.” - Vivikta Rao, Chief Director of
Development 21-22
“Congress has refutation, clash, and argumentation. You are building on others' arguments. Instead of
just yelling at people, you are working with others to build your arguments. And unlike other debates,
congress helps with the fluidity and tonality of your speaking; other debates don't consider your
delivery as a factor into whether or not you are a good speaker- congress does.” - Nishad Manohar,
Vice-Captain 20-21
“As someone who has tried multiple debates, I can guarantee you that Congressional Debate is
unique in the fact that it is the only form of debate that combines public speaking, argumentation and
rhetoric into one type of debate that people can actually enjoy.” - Jayant Siva, Captain 21-22
“I know it's cliche to say that your club is like a family, but Congress is. Going to meetings with your
teammates, uplifting each other and helping each other. Going to travel nationals where we all lived
together for 3 day, we drove eachother crazy but also became so much closer. People on the team
genuinely care for eachother, and I don't think that I could have gotten that with any other club.``Aditya Kumar, Co-Captain 19-20
“As soon as I walked into the room, I was greeted by an officer, who walked me through the dos and
don't in Congress. The first impression of the team was, simply put, a family.” -Samanvi
Dammalapati, Communications Director 21-22
“I not only plan on, but want to continue Congress because I’ve gotten invested into Congress, and
not only is it pretty easy to transition into, but it’s also an activity that’s enjoyable for me. I think other
people should continue to do congress as well because it’s an activity that you can do no matter your
commitment to it, and u can keep on doing congress even if u develop other interests” - Patrick Bai,
Tournament Director 21-22

Special thanks to TJ Academic Boosters, to the TJ Student Activities Staff, to our
parents who judge, chaperone and drive, and to our team coach/sponsor, Mrs. Marie
Bakke.

Forensics: TJ Speech Team
Forensics Speech Team Officers (2020-21)
Jennifer Hunsinger, Interp Co-Captain
Meera Gupta, Interp Co-Captain
Sean Nguyen, Non-interp Captain
Saahith Janapati, Non-interp Captain
Sadhana Thirumazhusai, Team Development Officer
Shivam Singh, Team Development Officer
Jason Yi, Communications
Vasav Nair, Secretary/Treasurer
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/speech/
FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/tjforensics
Email: tjforensicsteam@gmail.com; mbakke@fcps.edu
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Speech is a community of communicators that provides an opportunity for students to improve their
public speaking skills, inform themselves about the world around them, and express themselves.
Students can do this by writing their own speech, either long-form and prepared (Original Oratory) or
on the spot (Impromptu and Extemporaneous Speaking). They can also interpret and share the words of
others by providing interpretations of pieces in events ranging from Dramatic Interpretation to Prose &
Poetry Reading. Every Speech event develops the oral communication and fluency of competitors and
recognizes that presentation can often be just as important as content.
TJ Speech has steadily grown in success and size year after year with multiple national tournament
finalists and Tournament of Champions (TOC) bids. We have grown exponentially over the last year
and we can’t wait to make next year even better!
Join us every Friday A and B block to improve your public speaking, learn more about specific events,
and join an invaluable community at TJ. Also feel free to check out our website to learn more and don’t
hesitate to email us or Ms.Bakke, our amazing coach!
National Level Achievements
TJ Speech started the year out strong at the Duke Invitational with Sean Nguyen reaching the semifinal
round in Extemporaneous Speaking (Extemp), placing 8th and placing 2nd in Impromptu Speaking. We
also had Michelle Lin in one of her first nationals reaching the final round and placing 5th in Oratorical
Interpretation (OI)! Sean continued his success at the New York City Invitational reaching
Quarterfinals in Extemp.
After, the Speech team found wide success at the GMU Patriot Games with Sean Nguyen reaching the
final round in Impromptu, placing 6th, and reaching the semifinal round in Extemp. We also had Jason
Yi reach the semifinal round in OI and Annika Duneja reach the quarterfinal round in Original Oratory
(OO). Finally we had Nathan Mo reach the final round for OO placing 6th and earning his first TOC

Bid! In addition, Freshman Sri Vellakkat reached the quarterfinal round in Extemp at the Princeton
Classic.
Up next we had the Pennsbury Falcon Invitational where Jason Yi reached the semifinals in Poetry
Reading, Nathan Mo reached the semifinals in OO, and Sean Nguyen reached the semifinal round in
Impromptu and the quarterfinal round in Extemp. Daniel Kim and Jason Yi both reached the final
round and placed 5th in Humorous Interpretation (HI) and OO respectively both earning their first TOC
Bid in the process. Jason also went on to place 3rd for the tournament wide FIRE Award for his
performances in Poetry Reading and OO!
TJ Speech then had the Harvard National Forensics Tournament where Nathan Mo and Annika
Duneja reached the double octofinalist round in OO and Daniel Kim reached the octofinal round in
HI!
Finally TJ Speech had the NCFL Grand Nationals Tournament with Daniel Kim reaching octofinals in
HI, Sean Nguyen reaching octofinals in Extemp and Nathan Mo reaching quarterfinals in OO. TJ
Speech will cap off the year with the National Speech and Debate Tournament which will occur in late
June.
Regional Level Achievements
The team found wide success at the regional level by having competitors place at all five of the local
WACFL Tournaments which serve as qualifying tournaments to the Metrofinals Tournament. TJ
Speech would like to congratulate the 28 competitors qualifying to the WACFL Metrofinals
tournament: Garv Jain, Daniel Kim, Jason Yi, Sean Nguyen, Nikhil Vallikat, Laasya Ravipati, Neha
Reddy, Caroline Chen, Lyat Melese, Jay Siva, Sanika Kale, Matt Sprintson, Aryaman Khanna, Zac
Baker, Patrick Bai, Saahith Janapati, Ishara Shanmugasundaram, Annika Duneja, Clarissa Ding, Krisha
Pahwa, Michelle Lin, Nitin Kanchinadam, Jennifer Hunsinger, Varun Vejalla, Mayuka Valluri, Shriya
Sahu, Nathan Mo, and Sadhana Thirumazhusai. We would like to also congratulate the 13 competitors
who qualified to the NCFL Grand National Tournament from the Metrofinal Tournament: Daniel Kim,
Garv Jain, Ishara Shanmugasundaram, Mayuka Valluri, Sean Nguyen, Patrick Bai, Jason Yi, Sadhana
Thirumazhusai, Michelle Lin, Jennifer Hunsinger, Nathan Mo, Annika Duneja and Clarissa Ding.
On the VHSL circuit, all 19 competitors advanced past the regional tournament to the super-regional
tournament and 16 competitors advanced past the super-regional tournament to the state tournament.
Congratulations to our competitors who placed at the state tournament with Mihika Dusad placing 2nd
in Extemp, Clarissa Ding placing 3rd in OO, Daniel Kim placing 3rd in HI, Ishara Shanmugasundaram
& Mayuka Valluri placing 2nd in Duo, Sean Nguyen Championing Impromptu, Annika Duneja
Championing OO, Richa Gupta & Krisha Pahwa Championing Duo, and Caroline Chen Championing
OI.
Finally, TJ Speech had the Virginia NSDA Qualifying Tournament which draws competitors from all
over Virginia who all compete to qualify to the National Tournament. Congratulations to Clarissa Ding
for reaching the final round in OO and placing 6th. We also want to recognize our four NSDA
Qualifiers: Sean Nguyen placing 2nd in US Extemp, Jason Yi placing 2nd in International Extemp,
Nathan Mo placing 4th in OO, Jason Yi placing 3rd in OO, and Daniel Kim Championing HI.
Club Awards
The team swept the VHSL circuit, winning the Regional Championship, the Super-Regional

Championship, and finally the State Championship. Additionally, the team placed 2nd at the Virginia
NSDA Qualifying tournament which drew competition from all over the state of Virginia.
We would also like to recognize the members of the National Speech and Debate Association who
earned the following degrees of distinction:
Degree of Merit: Melissa Wu, Spencer Miller, Neha Reddy, and Ishara Shanmugasundaram
Degree of Honor: Sanika Kale, Grayson Stotz, Michelle Lin, Vasav Nair, Nikhil Vallikat and Krisha
Pahwa
Degree of Excellence: Nathan Mo, Annika Duneja and Sahithi Atluri
Degree of Distinction: Varun Vejalla, Daniel Kim, Clarissa Ding, Garv Jain and Jawand Singh
Degree of Special Distinction: Saahith Janapati and Zac Baker
Degree of Superior Distinction: Patrick Bai, Nitin Kanchinadam
Degree of Outstanding Distinction: Jason Yi
Degree of Premier Distinction: Jay Siva
Additionally, we would like to congratulate Jason Yi and Jay Siva for earning the Academic
All-American award!
Additional Perspectives
“TJ Speech has given me an irreplaceable family that I know I can always count on to have a blast with.
While speech is still a competition, every tournament just feels like an amazing showcase with such a
wide array of talented speakers and I think that really speaks to the culture that speech fosters.” - Jason
Yi, Communications Officer 2020-21, Non-Interpretation Captain 2021-22
“Speech helped me to find my place at TJ and gave me a creative outlet at school. The positive and
welcoming environment helped me to make some good friends on the team. TJ Speech also helped me to
develop my public speaking and presentation skills. I really feel connected and love spending time
bonding with the team, whether during tournaments or game nights. This past year, I was proud to
represent TJ at the state and national level, and am always amazed at how talented and creative the
speech community is.” - Daniel Kim, Interpretation Captain 2021-22
“TJ Speech has not only helped me improve my oratory skills both in competition and in everyday
situations, it has also provided me with a tight-knit family that always helps and supports each other.” Nitin Kanchinadam, Publicist/Recruitment Officer, 2021-22

Special thanks to TJ Academic Boosters, to the TJ Student Activities Staff, to our parents
who judge, chaperone, and drive, and to our team coach/sponsor, Ms. Marie Bakke.

Japan Bowl

Japan Bowl Officers (2020-21)
Team Captains:
Level 4: Richik Haldar
Level 3: Jay Varakala
Level 2: Aaron Thapa
Team Members
Level 4: Vishal Kanigicherla (12), Richik Haldar (12)
Level 3: Ahmad Baraokah (11), Jay Barakara (11), Sanne Wu (11)
Level 2: Maribelle Chu (9), Elizabeth Li (10), Aaron Thapa (10)
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1135727519826833/
Email: kotani@fcps.edu
Team Purpose and Description
The Japan Bowl® is a Japanese language competition created by the Japan-America Society of
Washington DC in 1992. The Japan Bowl tests the achievements of Japanese learners throughout the US
and other countries. The Japan Bowl in the United States focuses on high school students. What makes
the Japan Bowl unique is that it goes beyond language and asks students about their knowledge of
Japanese culture, society, daily life, history, geography, and current events. Participants compete as
members of 3-person teams, based on how many years they have studied Japanese. In this competition,
approximately 30 teams from around the nation participated. TJ sent three teams consisting of three
members each. Congratulations on the great accomplishment made by all the team members!
National Level Achievements
Congratulations to the Level 4 team for winning the National Champion!
The National Japan Bowl (virtual) was held last from 4/8-4/9/2021 and the TJ level 4 team (Vishal
Kanigicherla and Richik Haldar) won the National Champion Title. This year represented the second
year in a row that TJ won, and the first time in the 35 year-history of the club that it defended a title. The
winners received a one-week summer trip to Japan, but we don’t know if this will happen this year (they

missed it last year, too!). We are hopeful the students will be able to travel once the pandemic
restrictions have been lifted.

Special thanks to the team sponsor, Mr. Koji Otani.

Varsity Math Team
Math Team Officers (for 2020-21academic year)
Derek Dong 2021, Captain
Kevin Son 2021, Co-captain
Andrew Kim 2022, Co-captain
Garrett Heller 2022, Statistician
Pranav Mathur 2022, Statistician
Hilal Hussain 2022, Finance officer
Shyla Bisht 2022, Finance officer
Aarav Bajaj 2022, Secretary
Elizabeth Sun 2021, Historian
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/vmt/ (currently, under maintenance)
Email: vmtofficers@gmail.com; mprazzino@fcps.edu; anlampazzi@fcps.edu; philip623.derek@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
The TJ Varsity Math Team’s goal is to foster a passion for mathematics. Through insightful lectures, fun
contests and activities (including a pie eating competition on Pi Day!), the Math Team officers aim to
share their interest in mathematics with our members.
National Level Achievements
All contests VMT participated in this year were virtual due to the pandemic.
In October, VMT competed in the Berkeley Math Meet, Duke Math Meet, and the Math Majors of
America Tournament for High Schools (MMATHS). At Berkeley Math Meet the VMT A team
placed 1st overall. Members Eric Kim and Derek Dong placed 1st and 3rd in the Geometry round
respectively. At Duke Math Meet, TJ teams placed 1st and 4th overall from over 80 teams, and VMT
member Samuel Wang placed first overall individually. We also had 3 members earn individual rewards
at MMATHS, with Samuel Wang placing 2nd, Isabella Zhu placing 3rd, and Austin Feng placing 6th.
In January and February, VMT participated in the Caltech Harvey Mudd Math Competition
(CHMMC), Carnegie Mellon Informatics and Mathematics Competition (CMIMC). Out of over
100 teams, VMT had 2 teams place 4th and 5th at CHMMC. At CMIMC, TJ’s A team placed 8th overall
on team rankings. Additionally, the individuals that placed at CMIMC were Luke Wang (2nd
Algebra/NT B), Bradley Cao (8th Algebra/NT B), Danniel Cao (8th Algebra/NT B).
In March, VMT participated in the Harvard MIT Math Tournament (HMMT) and Princeton
University Math Competition (PUMAC). At HMMT, TJ A team placed 6th overall. The individuals
who placed at HMMT were Samuel Wang (4th Geometry) and Zani Xu (7th Combinatorics). The
individuals who placed at PUMAC were Isabella Zhu (8th Algebra), Austin Feng (4th Number Theory,
8th Combinatorics, and 10th Individual). We also placed first overall at ARML power and earned an
Honorable Mention in the Purple Comet! Math Meet.
We’re celebrating a strong performance this year in the AMC series. Twenty total TJ students qualified
to take the (virtual) proof-based USA (Junior) Mathematical Olympiad [USA(J)MO] exam.

Our USAMO qualifiers were Derek Dong, Austin Feng, Mirza Hilal Hussain, Andrew Kim, Eric Kim,
Edwin Lu, Daniel Park, Pravalika Putalapattu, Austin Shi, Lawrence Shi, Lilian Sun, Samuel Wang,
Daniel Zeng, and William Zhang.
Our USAJMO qualifiers were Hyunjae Chung, Utkarsh Goyal, Alan Vladmiroff, Luke Wang, Zani Xu,
and Isabella Zhu.
VMT’s last competition of the year is the ARML, which will take place in early June, and will still be
virtual due to the pandemic. Students look forward to this event because it is a chance to compete with
the top teams throughout the country. We also hold weekly practices for this event from February.
Regional Level Achievements
This year we organized the 31st annual Thomas Jefferson Intermediate Math Open (and the first-ever
virtual event), a local competition for middle-school students, which was a huge success. We had a
turnout of 78 middle school students, who were coached by 28 student coaches from TJ. VMT students
wrote all the contest problems.
Other Achievements & Additional Perspectives
VMT is one of the biggest clubs in the school. Despite its size - through weekly practices both during
8th period and after school, hundreds of hours of conversation about math, school, or life, and dozens of
travel contests -VMT is one of the tightest knit groups at TJ! The VMT experience is about so much
more than just numbers: we are an open, ever-expanding family.
There are many unique experiences that make VMT one of the most vibrant communities at TJ.

Special thanks to our sponsors this year: Ms. Marriane Razzino, Dr. Amy Lampazzi, and Ms.
Pat Gabriel.

Model United Nations (TJMUN)
Model UN Team Officers (2020-21)
Lisa Raj, Secretary General
Kaleena Roeva, Under Secretary General
Vikram Raghu, Senator
Nathan Mo, Arbitrator
Tanish Jain, Activities Coordinator
Adit Pareek, Crisis Czar
Alexandra Fall, Fundraising Coordinator
Forrest Meng, Historian
Catherine Pak, Treasurer
Shreyas Chennamaraja, Webmaster
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/mun/
Email: tjmodelun@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Model United Nations (TJMUN) is one of the largest clubs in the school. We teach students how to
apply their knowledge and skills to provide innovative solutions to global problems. In addition, we
teach the values of diplomacy, negotiation, and debate-- all essential skills for TJ students to bring
forward into their educational careers and beyond. TJMUN cultivates leadership and communication
skills to help our delegates grow not only in the club, but as global citizens.
Achievements
This season, Model UN conferences have been brought to the online platform-- a new challenge for us-but TJMUN has continued to perform at the high skill level we always have. Despite the difficult
situation this season, TJMUN has won the Best Large Delegation award at 5 out of the 6 conferences
we have attended-- WMHSMUN, MCMUNC, CHMUN, NAIMUN and VIMUNC. Perhaps our most
distinguished award was the Best Large Delegation award we won at NAIMUN. Winning this honor at
the prestigious North America Invitational Model United Nations conference has never been done
before by TJMUN. Additionally, TJMUN delegates have won a total of 39 Best Delegate awards, 50
Outstanding Delegate awards, 42 Honorable Delegate awards, and 48 Verbal Delegate awards this
season.
Aside from attending conferences, TJMUN also hosted its very own conference known as TechMUN.
This year, we accomplished the incredible feat of hosting TechMUN virtually for the first time ever, and
we still host over 500 participants nationally!

Here we have some pictures of the TJMUN team bonding and attending conferences:

Special thanks to our sponsors Mrs. Ilsa Tinkelman, Mr. Corey Lightner and Mr. Scott
Savran!

Physics Team
Physics Team Officers (2020-21)
Kevin Zhang, Captain
Larry Shi, Co-captain
Bryan Zhang, Co-captain
Anya Mischel, Publicist
Amrita Sahu, Secretary
Irfan Nafi, Webmaster
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/physics/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/tjphysicsteam
Email: tjhsstphysicsteam@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Physics Team meets Friday A and B Block. We aim to spark interest in those who are beginning to
learn physics, while providing a training ground for more experienced members. We prepare students for
participation in the U.S. Physics Olympiad and Physics Bowl competitions. We foster budding physics
researchers and visit physics research conferences.
Regional and National Achievements
F=ma: Over 80 students from TJ took the F=ma physics exam on February 18. Five individuals
advanced to the USA Physics Olympiad, the semifinal round, which consists of the top 400 scorers on
the F=ma.
TJ Physics Olympiad: We hosted the 3rd annual TJ Physics Olympiad in mid-April, and thanks to the
support from TJAB, were able to award books to winning teams. Over 90 teams and 200 people from 13
different countries around the globe participated in the four day contest, making it the largest Olympiad
the team has hosted!
Physics Bowl: Over 40 students participated in the Physics Bowl competition hosted by the AAPT. In
our region, TJ placed 1st and 4th for the Division 1 and Division 2 competitions respectively. Nationally,
the school placed 18th and 50th in the two divisions respectively. This was the first time TJ has
competed in the past three years.
Other Achievements
Summer lecture series: We started the first weekly lecture series to provide students a look into AP
physics before the school year. We consistently had 50-60 attendees per week, most of whom were
juniors and freshmen (yes, freshmen!)
8th period lectures: Our C team is designed to introduce students to physics with topics like basic
calculus and kinematics. B team lectures are created to cover and supplement AP Physics while also

covering content tested on the F=ma exam. Finally, our A team lecturers present on a variety of post-AP
topics, including thermodynamics, electrodynamics, and quantum computing.
Guest lecturers: In December, Dr. Zoltan Haiman from Columbia talked about massive black holes and
Dr. Kyle Helson from NASA Goddard discussed the fundamentals of dark energy at our meetings. The
following experts also gave presentations at our 8th periods: Dr. Susan Clark, a TJ alumni who did her
postdoc at Princeton (and will be an assistant professor at Stanford in the near future) who talked about
magnetic fields in the ISM, Dr. Tim Raben from Michigan State University, who talked about string
theory, Dr. Joshua Isaacson from Fermilab, who talked about quantum computing, and finally Dr.
William Phillips, a physicist at NIST who received the 1997 Nobel prize in physics for the laser cooling
of atoms, who talked about his research! These were all really helpful for gaining new members,
particularly Dr. Phillips' lecture, and the increased participation was wonderful.
American Physical Society Meeting: We organized student admissions to the APS April meeting for
over 20 current Physics Team members. The April meeting was conducted virtually from April 17-20,
and this year's theme was “Quarks to Cosmos.” The meeting brings researchers from all over the world
together to discuss the latest developments in physics, spanning over 20 units/committees, and
representing nearly 55,000 members of the organization.
Additional Perspectives:
● “Originally, I never considered pursuing physics after high school but Physics Team changed
that. The guest speakers, APS April Meetings, and the Physics Team community opened my mind
to many possibilities.”
● “Physics Team was my first exposure to a community of physics enthusiasts.”

Special thanks to our sponsors Dr. Adam Smith and Mr. Robert Culbertson and TJ
Academic Boosters!

Quiz Bowl
Quiz Bowl Officers (2020-21)
Anuraag Kaashyap, Co-captain
Kevin Zhang, Co-captain
Joshua Lian, Tournament Director
Pratyush Jaishanker, Tournament Director
Vishal Kanigicherla, Treasurer
Justin Chen, Public Relations
Elliot Lee, Secretary
Anisha Talreja, Webmaster
Website: https://activities.tjhsst.edu/quizbowl
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TJQuizBowl
Twitter: @tjhsstquizbowl
Email: tjhsstquizbowl@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
The purpose of TJ Quizbowl is to foster learning of all academic subjects through competitions and fun
activities.
National Level Achievements
All of the tournaments the teams attended this school year were held online.
The TJ Quizbowl team participated in the 2021 NAQT HSNCT on Memorial Day Weekend. TJ A got
fourth place overall, TJ B finished 85th, TJ C finished 87th, TJ D finished 198th, and the freshman-only
TJ E finished 130th, nearly making the playoffs.
At the 2021 PACE National Scholastic Championship, TJ A placed first after defeating Hunter A from
New York in an advantaged final. TJ B placed 46th, TJ C finished 57th and 4th highest ranked JV team
(10th grade or below), TJ D finished 67th and 5th highest ranked JV team, while TJ E finished 72nd,
and 7th highest ranked JV team.
We are very proud of all the work that our players put in this season and their adaptability in the
transition to online Quizbowl.
State Level Achievements
In the VHSL 5C State Championship, after qualifying from the VHSL 5C Regionals, TJ went 3-0 during
the one-day state championship tournament to win the title for the sixth time in the row.
Regional Level Achievements

The TJ Quizbowl team participated in the Virginia Spring Tournament (3/20/2021). TJ A got first in
the top bracket, TJ B got fourth in the top bracket, while TJ C and D got first and third in the second
bracket, respectively.
Cavalier Classic (11/14/2020): We were able to obtain enough signups to fill 6 teams (24 students),
showing the strong commitment and enormous potential Quizbowl has.
JHU Fall Invitational (10/24/2020): At JHU Fall, three TJ teams tied for third place, securing us open
spots at both national tournaments PACE and HSNCT near the end of this year. We are taking steps to
ensure that all dedicated members of the club (including freshmen!) will have the chance to experience
nationals as well, and this tournament's success has given us the space to pursue that.
We have had very strong results from our freshmen this year - 2024 has been one of the biggest years for
freshman interest and participation, and they have shown promising statistics at tournaments.
ERIS @AQBL Mid-Atlantic (9/13/2020): We sent mostly freshmen to ERIS on 9/13, where, for many
of them, it was their first high school tournament. They performed extremely well, and the C team
(consisting of two freshmen and two sophomores) won first place.
Other Achievements
Apart from our tournament participation, we have also expanded our outreach in the community. This
includes rebooting teams in Fairfax County such as the Kilmer MS Quizbowl team, which had
previously been dormant for 3 years, and our Longfellow alumni often work with the Longfellow MS
Quizbowl team as well, establishing joint practices. We are actively trying to contact other schools
without Quizbowl such as Hughes and Frost to hopefully activate new programs there as well.
By community - we mean the TJ community as well! We are seeking to write trivia and academic-based
questions for other clubs in the school, and we have an established question-writing program, which we
have advertised on Ion and Facebook.
Additional Perspectives
“The most enjoyable way to learn Quizbowl and get pts is to just read and learn stuff and check it with
archives or staying aware of your surroundings.”
The yearly quizbowl hike is “fun as hecko.”

Special thanks goes out to our sponsor Mr. Smolinsky, who was essential to our success
this season!

Science Olympiad
Science Olympiad Officers (2020-21)
Thomas Lu, Co-Captain
Alvin Meng, Co-Captain
Samhita Vinay, Secretary
Emma Cox, Publicist
Miina Anvelt, Build Event Supervisor
Yana Patel, Build Event Supervisor
Shreyas Mayya, Head of IT
Website: https://tjscioly.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tjscioly
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tjscioly/
Email: tjhsstscio@gmail.com
Team Purpose and Description
TJ Science Olympiad (TJSO) is a diverse team of 45 students who compete in 20+ STEM events, with
topics ranging from astronomy and cryptography to electronics and mechanical engineering. Throughout
the season, the team prepares rigorously in pairs or groups for the test, lab, and/or build in each event,
and their preparation culminates in tournaments at the invitational, regional, state, and often national
levels.
National Level Achievements
TJ Science Olympiad finished 18th place in the Science Olympiad Nationals, held virtual on May 22,
2021. The team medalled in the event Chiropterology (the study of bats)! They are also extremely proud
of one of their seniors, Olivia Ma, who won $10,000 in college scholarship money after winning an
essay contest from the Science Olympiad Organization!
State Level Achievements
TJSO is proud to announce that they are the Virginia State Champion! With an overall score of 33 (all of
the placings of the events added together), TJ Science Olympiad excelled, and made a new State
Record! They beat the previous record of 49, which was also set by TJSO several years prior! Also, they
received 15 first-place medals, and medalled in every single event!
Regional Level Achievements
This year, TJSO secured an amazing victory at the University of Mary Washington Regional
Tournament, with TJSO’s three teams taking 1st, 2nd, and 3rd places! All together, team members won
over 45 medals, including 15 first-place awards.
Other Achievements (Invitational)

On 3/7-3/13/2021, TJSO competed in an invitational called BirdSO, and placed 6th overall and won 9
top-ten placings. We are especially thankful for this win, given that 110 highly qualified teams were
competing there.
On 2/27/2021, TJSO competed in the Science Olympiad at UPenn (SOUP) tournament. This was a
highly competitive tournament -- and with 100 very strong teams participating, TJSO was proud to get
6th place as a team! They received multiple medals, including a 2nd place in Disease Detectives and a
1st in Chem Lab. TJ Science Olympiad will be heading off to the States competition in March, and all of
the members are incredibly excited!
On 1/23/2021, TJSO competed in the UChicago Science Olympiad and got 5th, 6th, and 11th out of the
97 total teams competing. This was one of the biggest tournaments that they’ve ever been to. The club
received top three placements as follows: a 3rd in Protein Modeling, Geologic Mapping, Experimental
Design, and Fossils, and AMAZINGLY a 1st, 2nd, AND 3rd in Detector Building!
On 1/9/2021, TJSO competed in the CMU Invitational. Last year, TJ Science Olympiad also went to
CMU, and they were so lucky to have an opportunity to compete again (in PJ’s, this time). The placings
for the Red, Blue, and White teams were 4th, 2nd, and 6th place respectively. TJSO also got medals in a
ton of events, including first place in GeoLogic Mapping, Protein Modeling, Circuit Lab, Experimental
Design, Fossils, Machines!
On 12/19/2020, TJSO competed in the Las Vegas Invitational in December 2020. TJSO finished with
medals in 6 separate events, including a first place in Chem Lab, and the three teams got 13th, 16th, and
18th place overall, among over 80 highly qualified teams!

Additional Perspectives:
Coming into the season, no one really had any idea how things would play out: a virtual Science
Olympiad season was uncharted territory, after all. However, what transpired truly surpassed all
expectations, and while it may have not always been smooth sailing, the officers are extremely proud of
what this team has been able to accomplish this season.
TJSO is a competitive team, and it would be an outright lie to deny that the 2020-21 season was one of
the most distinguished in the team's twelve years of existence; the heady rush of euphoria that came
from seeing TJSO pull off a knockout state victory, with gold medal after gold medal, isn't one of those
things that can be easily forgotten.

But equally hard to forget are all the events that helped to create moments like this: the "aha" moments
that came as people understood why things worked the way they did, the drawings on the BBCU
whiteboard before team meetings, the poorly-rendered photoshops and questionable copypastas, and the
camaraderie that developed over six months of learning and fun—these are what make TJSO special,
and these are what truly defined the season more than any competition placement could.
TJ Science Olympiad's officers are, admittedly, a bit surprised and disappointed that the season (and
school year) is over so soon, but are immensely grateful for the opportunity to lead the team through this
unconventional season and look forward to seeing it reach new heights. Onwards!
A few quotes from past and present TJSO members:
"It's not everyday that you get to see the green flames of boric acid… or the optical properties of
synthetic polymers. These phenomena only come to light at Science Olympiad." - Paarth Jain (2018)
"I wouldn't have enjoyed the TJ student lifestyle if it weren't for TJSO and the people in it.” - Rachel
Eom (2019)
"TJSO is more than an activity - it’s a family in which everyone wants everyone else to do the best they
can." - Havish Malladi (2020)
“[TJ Science Olympiad is] the best community of people I’ve ever had the pleasure of being a part of.” Olivia Ma (2021)
We are sincerely grateful to the Academic Boosters for their tremendous support throughout this
season—their help has enabled our incredible experiences and success this season. We'd also like to
extend a thank-you to all our team parents for supporting our TJSO members throughout the year, and to
all the tournament directors, event supervisors, and other individuals in the Science Olympiad
community who made this season possible. Our team looks forward to the coming season and to sharing
our successes for the years to come!

Thanks so much to our wonderful team coaches and dedicated sponsors, Mrs. Aubrie
Holman and Mr. Quinn McFee!

Academic Decathlon
Academic Decathlon Officers (2020-21)
Tegan Powers, Captain
Website:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/322416135717127
Team Purpose and Description:
Started in 1968, United States Academic Decathlon is the premier national academic competition and a
fixture in the popular imagination with depictions ranging from “High School Musical” to most recently
“Spider-Man: Homecoming.” Teams from perennial powerhouses California, Texas, Illinois, Arizona,
and Ohio as well as over thirty other states compete each year for the national title. While Texas and
California dominated the 1980s and 1990s, California has won nineteen of the last twenty years, losing
only to Wisconsin in 2002.
Teams of nine students compete in ten events. Seven events are multiple-choice exams in Math, Science,
History, Literature, Music, Art, and Economics while a panel of judges score participants individually in
the Speech, Interview, and Essay events. All of the events share a common theme which for this season
was “The Cold War”. To foster both team development and personal growth, each participant competes
in all events, and teams must be balanced with students from a range of grade point averages.
National Level Achievements:
The TJ Academic Decathlon team placed 6th in the nation with the champion teams from each of around
40 states participating, edging out Ohio and edged out by Iowa, two of the traditional seven powerhouse
states. Now there are eight powerhouse states!
The team was awarded Rookie Team Of The Year. Tegan Powers was awarded Most Valuable Player for
the team. Joanna Cheng was the top scorer on the team.
The following medalists each placed in the top 3 of the hundreds of state champion competitors across
the country for their respective event and division.
- Cristian Clewis GOLD Essay
- Erika Ramirez GOLD Speech
- Joanna Cheng SILVER Music
- Umang Jain SILVER Speech
- Anwitha Kollipara SILVER Music
- Joanna Cheng BRONZE Interview
- Rhea Goswami BRONZE Essay
- Anwitha Kollipara BRONZE History

State Level Achievements:
TJHSST won the state title in Academic Decathlon!
For the first time in twenty years, Virginia is back at the United States Academic Decathlon. On March
15, students gathered virtually to complete the ten event competition for the state title, and Thomas
Jefferson High School for Science and Technology came out on top.
In this year’s state competition, students were also recognized for individual achievements. Medals for
top overall individual score in each grade division went to Joanna Cheng, Erika Ramirez, and Tegan
Powers, all from Thomas Jefferson.
Other medalists in individual events include from Thomas Jefferson: Anwitha Kollipara (Economics,
History, Literature, Math, Science), Cristian Clewis (Economics, Math, Science), Diego Valencia
(Literature, Math), Elliot Lee (Art, Essay), Erika Ramirez (Art, Economics, Essay, History, Literature,
Science, Speech), Joanna Cheng (Economics, History, Music, Science), Prashanth Kumaran (Music),
Rhea Goswami (History, Science), Tegan Powers (Art, Essay, Music, Speech), and Umang Jain (History,
Interview).

Special thanks goes out to our sponsor Mr. Sean Burke and coach Mr. Michael Powers,
who were essential to our success this season.

Academic Boosters Donors, 2020-2021
Academic Boosters appreciates all our members and volunteers. We would like to especially recognize
and honor the families of the students listed below. Thank you very much for your generous financial
support. TJ’s academic teams’ continued success depends upon you.
Diamond ($1000 and above)
Platinum ($500 – $999)



Tommy Williams (2023)



Anonymous (2023)

Gold ($250 – $499)
Dylan Cheng (2024)
Shaun Fallon (2024)
Megana Kumar (2024)
Lavanya Meduri (2024)

Silver ($100 – $249)



Shyla Bisht (2022)



Sritan Motati (2024)



Pulak Dugar (2022)



Morgan Phelps (2022)



Shubhrangshu Debsarkar (2020)



Rishi Raturi (2022)



Tarushii Goel



Vidhi Sharma (2024)



Rhea Goswami (2022)



Savar Shrivastava (2024)



Stephen Huan (2021)



Kai Wang (2024)



David Li (2024)



Isabella Zhu (2023)



Ian Lee (2024)

Bronze ($50 - $99)


Rishabh Chhabra (2024)



Anant Khandelwal (2024)



Audrey Czarnecki (2023)



Nikita Khare (2023)



Khoi Dinh (2024)



Elaine Li (2022)



Spencer Eldridge (2024)



Riti Liu (2023)



Shrishti Ghosh (2024)



Taohan Lin (2024)



Paul Hwang (2024)



Kaan Tunasar (2024)



Anushka Jain (2024)



Zani Xu (2024)



Alan Jiang (2023)



Ethan Zhang (2023)



Jaiden Khemani (2024)

TJ Academic Boosters
Membership Form 2021-2022
TJ Academic Boosters’ mission is to support TJ’s many outstanding academic
teams, including Rocketry Club, Biology Olympiad, Botball (Robotics), Certamen (Latin),
Chemistry Olympiad, Chess Team, Computer Teams, Debate Teams, Future Problem
Solvers, History Quiz Bowl, Japan Bowl, Math Team, Physics Team, Quiz Bowl,
Underwater ROV, Rubik’s Cube, and Science Olympiad. We aim to cover tournament entry
fees, teacher travel costs, and other expenses as our funds permit.
We encourage every TJ family to support TJ’s academic teams by supporting
Academic Boosters.

Join now!

Academic Boosters Board
2020-2021
Officers
President

Kaushik Goswami

Vice President

Ipsita Ghosh

Secretary

Natalie Coburn

Treasurer

Laura Marschoun

Chairs
Membership

Sandeep Khare

Communications

Estella Xi

Merchandise

Monica Kumar

Cashier and Merchandise

Sunny Sun

Webmaster

Qiang Zhang

Faculty Liaison

Christine Conklin

Alumni Reps

June Wang
Joan Pepin

